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Abstract 
 
The finite size and interface effects on equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) have been 
investigated for the case of a surface free energy density including step stiffness and 
inverse-square step-step interactions.  Explicitly including the curvature of a crystallite 
leads to an extra boundary condition in the solution of the crystal shape, yielding a family 
of crystal shapes, governed by a shape parameter c.  The total crystallite free energy, 
including interface energy, is minimized for c=0, yielding in all cases the traditional PT 
shape (z~x3/2). Solutions of the crystal shape for c≠0 are presented and discussed in the 
context of meta-stable states due to the energy barrier for nucleation. Explicit scaled 
relationships for the ECS and meta-stable states in terms of the measurable step 
parameters and the interfacial energy are presented.      
 
Keywords : Equilibrium thermodynamics and statistical mechanics; Non-Equilibrium 
thermodynamics and statistical mechanics; Scanning tunneling microscopy; Adhesion; 
Surface structure, morphology, roughness, and topography; Lead; Ruthenium; Vicinal 
single crystal surfaces   
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1. Introduction  
 
Technological demands for the fabrication of nano-structures and quantum dots 
[1-3] provides renewed motivation for understanding the atomistic properties that control 
the morphology of crystal shapes.  With decreasing structure size, the issues of finite size 
and shape effects become non-negligible [4,5] including issues of stability against decay 
and structural rearrangement [6-8].  Small structures are also increasing sensitive to 
external perturbations, such as the stress caused by the substrate interface [9-13].  In this 
work we will address the issues of nanoscale equilibrium crystal shape for the surface 
free energy of the continuum step model [14,15], which allows experimentally 
determined thermodynamic parameters for step free energies to be connected rigorously 
to structural predictions.   
The theory of equilibrium crystal shapes (ECS) has been extensively studied in 
the last half century [16-25].  The formation of facets below the roughening temperature, 
and the Pakrovsky-Talapov predictions [26] for the edge shape (z(x)) of crystals have 
been demonstrated in a number of clean systems [27-34].   In addition to studies on 3D 
crystals, there has been substantial work on the 2D ECS of islands [15,35-39] to obtain 
the edge free energy, equilibrium edge fluctuations and decay kinetics.    
While 2D studies have intrinsically addressed the effects of finite size, most 
theoretical 3D studies have been performed in the limit of large crystal size, where 
curvature effects can be neglected.  However, indications of size effects have been 
presented in theoretical work on nucleation barriers in crystal evolution [25,40,41] and 
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shape [2,42].  Furthermore, curvature effects are clearly important in the stability or 
evolution on 3D crystallites [43-46]. Moreover, interesting new fluctuation phenomena 
are possible in small crystallites, as shown theoretically by Ferrari et al.[47].   
Here we explicitly consider the case of a “free standing” truncated crystal, as in 
Fig. 1 a) or supported truncated crystallite, Fig. 1 b).  We address the nature of the 
equilibrium shape for these models, as a first step in describing the evolution of 
crystallites under external perturbation [48].  The effects of finite curvature and 
interfacial effects are presented quantitatively in terms of experimentally measurable 
parameters.    
 
2. Background 
The equilibrium crystal shape arises as the result of the minimization of the 
orientation-dependent surface free energy γ ˆ n( ) with the constraint of constant volume.  
This calculation is performed via the Wulff construction [17,49], which mathematically is 
a Legendre transform from the surface tension to the ECS.  Vice versa the ECS provides 
a direct measurement of the surface tension.  Interface effects in ECS have been 
considered for T=0 crystal shapes by Muller and Kern [9].  They have considered a 
crystal shape truncated at a bottom surface (with surface free energy γA equal to that of 
the top facet) and brought into contact with a substrate surface of free energy γB.  They 
use the Dupré relationship γAB =γA +γB -EA for the interface free energy γAB, where EA is 
the adhesion energy.  This yields a change in the substrate free energy per unit area due to 
formation of the interface of γAB - γB =γA - EA.  They show that when the substrate free 
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energy change is zero, e.g. γA - EA = 0, the crystal truncation occurs at the Wulff point, e.g. 
the configuration shown in Fig. 1 a).  For larger values of the binding energy, the 
truncation occurs as shown in Fig. 1 b), with the crystallite height zh proportional to 2γA - 
EA.   
Most studies of the rounded edges of crystals have used the limit of infinite size, 
in which curvature effects are neglected, and thus yield an edge profile z(x) independent 
of the third dimension [25].  For finite size crystallites, curvature effects of the steps 
become non-negligible, thus the full profile z(x,y) must be considered.  The full 3D Wulff 
construction can be presented in rectangular coordinates [50], however a more efficient 
way to take curvature effects into account is to work in cylindrical coordinates yielding 
z(r,θ).  The 3D Wulff construction in cylindrical coordinates is [37] 
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where λ is the Legendre multiplier, which turns out to be the excess chemical potential 
due to the surfaces.  For the surface tension γ(φ), or the surface free energy density f(φ), 
let us consider the Pokrovsky-Talapov type surface free energy density [26], which is a 
good approximation for surfaces which make a low angle φ with respect to a neighboring 
low-index facet orientation: 
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Here h is the step height, β and g are the thermodynamic step free energy and step-step 
interaction coefficient, respectively, γ0 is the surface tension of the low-index terrace and 
φ is the angle of the surface relative to that terrace, thus tanφ=∂z/∂r corresponds to the 
step density.  With an isotropic step free energy (no θ dependence, β=β̃), this Wulff 
construction gives the same solution as the Pokrovsky-Talapov equilibrium crystal shape 
(PT-ECS) for an infinite volume in 1D. The only difference is the factor of 2 in the 
denominator of the Legendre multiplier in eq.(1) due to the dimensionality [37]. 
 
In addressing the evolution of crystal shapes, it is useful to address the ECS by 
defining a local excess chemical potential that must be the same everywhere on the 
crystal surface.  The local surface chemical potential is obtained by calculating the 
change in total free energy when there is a small local deformation of the surface, e.g. 
one must take the functional derivative δF / δN.  Here, we evaluate this derivative using 
the continuum model, where the surface is approximated as a 2D continuous interface.  
This is usually used for a crystal shape above the roughening temperature, however it is 
still valid for the rounded regions on a crystal with facets that are below their roughening 
temperature.  
 
For a single-component incompressible (V=vN) crystallite, the Helmholtz free 
energy F(T,N) is the most convenient ensemble to consider.  For an arbitrary surface free 
energy density f, the total free energy of the crystallite in cylindrical coordinates is 
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where zr=∂z/∂r is the local slope of the surface, v the atomic volume and µB is the fixed 
chemical potential of the bulk.  The first term is the surface free energy, the second term 
is a constant bulk free energy and the third term is the free energy of the truncated bottom 
surface including the adhesion energy at the interface if there is any.  The equilibrium 
configuration minimizes the total free energy at fixed N, and yields a uniform value of 
the excess chemical potential 
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From eq. (3) and (4), the local excess chemical potential can be defined as  
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Here let us use eq. (2) for the surface free energy density.  We also neglect any variation 
along the step edge direction (β=β̃) by dropping the third term in eq. (5), e.g. assuming 
cylindrical symmetry as shown in Fig. 1.  This gives the dependence of µS(r) for an 
arbitrary crystallite shape: 
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The first term in eq. (6) is the 2D Gibbs-Thomson term originating from the curvature of 
the edge of the top facet and the corresponding curvature of the crystal edge.  The second 
term is the change in step interaction energy due to the change of the circumference of 
the interacting step edge when a single atom is removed from the layer edge.  The last 
term is a change in step interaction energy, which is obtained also in the limit of zero 
curvature (straight steps).  The first two terms vanish as r→ ∞, as must be the case. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
The steady state crystallite shape (e.g. a shape where µS(V) is everywhere the 
same) can be obtained from eq. (6), where the excess chemical potential µS(V)= µB- µ(V) 
will be determined by the volume of the crystallite.  Setting y(r)=(dz(r)/dr)2 and 
performing the integration once gives 
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where c is a constant of integration that appears due to including the third dimension 
(curvature) in the calculation .  The minus sign is taken to conform with the coordinate 
system shown in Fig. 1.  It is possible to find the relationship between the facet radius ρc 
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(see Fig. 1) and the excess chemical potential µS(V) simply by setting dz(r)/dr│ρc=0.  This 
yields: 
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3.1. Pakrovsky-Talapov Shape 
 
         At this point, it is possible to reproduce the known results for the PT-ECS, which is 
a specific solution of eq.(7).  In order to satisfy one component of the Wulff relation, 
ρ0=2βΩ/µS(V) the constant of integration c must equal 0.  Integrating eq. (7) with c = 0 
yields: 
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where z0 is taken to be the distance between the facet and the center of the crystallite (the 
Wulff point) to satisfy the other component of the Wulff relation z0=2γ0v/µS(V).  So 
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Thus the solution with the boundary conditions (zh=z0, c=0) that gives the Wulff relation, 
also gives the Pakrovsky-Talapov ECS[23,25].   
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By defining the crystallite so that its truncated interface passes through the Wulff 
point as in Fig. 1 a) (zh=z0), we are using the free standing boundary condition where the 
top (and bottom) facet surface tension is equal to the adhesion energy [9].  For this case, 
we can calculate the radius of the interface area Rb and also the contact angle to the 
interface plane φb analytically, from z(Rb)=0 and tanφb=dz(r)/dr│Rb: 
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An explicit expression for the excess chemical potential can now be precisely determined 
by the volume constraint: 
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A similar set of expressions can be obtained for a supported truncated crystallite as 
shown in Fig. 1 b).   This is the case where the adhesion energy is not equal to the facet 
surface free energy EA ≠γ0, and thus the Wulff point is not located in the truncation plane 
of the crystallite, zh≠z0.  Following Muller’s arguments [9], the second Wulff relationship 
is replaced by the Wulff-Kaishew relation     
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This fixes the contact angle to the substrate φb and also the excess chemical potential is 
obtained as a function of adhesion energy and volume. 
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The phase space of parameters governing the ECS can be reduced by noting a common 
dependence on 2γ0-EA, as shown in Appendix A, eqs. (A-1) and (A-2).  This reduces eqs. 
(12) and (14) to a common form  
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Fig. 2 a) shows the dimensionless excess chemical potential µ̃S as a function of the 
dimensionless volume Ṽ=V/hΩ with different physically reasonable values of ẼA.  The 
range of ẼA from1.0~2.0 was chosen to illustrate the estimated variations expected for 
Pb(111) for a temperature range from approximately room temperature to the melting 
temperature [32,33].  Fig. 2 b) gives the dimensionless facet radius ρ0̃ (or height zh̃), 
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contact slope tan φ̃b, and interface radius R̃b of the crystallite as a function of the ratio ẼA 
at constant volume Ṽ.  The scaled facet radius and crystal height reduces to the same 
function, however the physical (unscaled) facet radius and height vary with temperature 
(or adhesion energy) quite differently.  Specially, with all other parameters held constant 
the height decreases with increasing adhesion energy, where the facet radius increases. 
 
3.2. Non- Pakrovsky-Talapov Shapes 
 
The results above have all been obtained with the shape parameter c of eq. (7) 
equal to zero.  In the case of infinite (zero curvature) crystallites, this is the only solution, 
and it yields the ECS.  However, in this case, there is an entire family of solutions, only 
one of which corresponds to the ECS.  (E.g. it is possible for the whole surface to have a 
constant surface chemical potential and yet not be the minimum total free energy 
configuration that corresponds to the ECS.)  Before discussing the physical meaning of 
the solutions with c≠0, we note from eq. (8) that there is a maximum possible value of c.  
This is simply obtained by setting the term in the root equal to 0. 
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At this maximum value of c, µS(cmax,V)=βΩ/ρcmax.  With this value of cmax, eq. (7) can be 
easily solved and gives a crystallite shape of 
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As previously noted by Uwaha [23], c=cmax at the vicinal surface leading to the facet has 
a parabolic shape z ~x2 in contrast to the PT-ECS where it has an x3/2  dependence.  At 
other values of the shape parameter, the crystallite shape must be determined numerically.  
Taking the free standing boundary condition (EA=γ0), Fig. 3 shows size scaled cross 
sections z ̃(r ̃) of the crystallites with the same volume but different ratios of the scaled 
shape parameter (scaling given in the Appendix eq. (A-3) and (A-4) yields c ̃max=1/6).  
The shape changes from the parabolic shape for c ̃ close to cm̃ax to the 3/2 exponent as the 
shape parameter decreases to zero.  For arbitrary values for c and EA, the crystal shapes 
can be obtained numerically.  The results can be compiled using scaling so that they can 
be used for any chosen set of parameters, as shown in Fig. 4.  Fig. 4 a) gives scaled (eq. 
(A-3), (A-5) and (A-6)) crystallite height z ̃h, b) interface radius R̃b, c) contact slope tan φ̃b 
and d) crystallite volume Ṽ as a function of the shape parameter c̃ up to 1/6 with constant 
volume.  The scaling works perfectly in all cases when c ̃=0.  However, such parameters 
as R̃b and Ṽ do not scale perfectly when c ̃≠0.  The ratios of the crystallite height, interface 
radius and volume to the facet radius are increasing functions of the shape parameter.  
The slope on the other hand decreases with shape parameter independent of the volume.  
Given the expression for the shape of the crystallite, it is possible once again to calculate 
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the constraint of the volume to obtain the excess chemical potential in terms of the other 
physical parameters.  The results for µ̃S is shown also as a function of the scaled shape 
parameter in Fig. 4 e).  At constant volume, it is a decreasing function of the shape 
parameter. 
 
3.3. Equilibrium Shape and Metastable Shape 
 
Given the solutions above, we are now in a position to determine which value of c 
yields the minimum free energy for any value of the adhesion energy and thus the ECS.    
We begin with the crystallite free energy eq. (3) 
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Fig. 5 a) gives the surface free energy (the first two terms in eq. (18)) as a function of c 
up to cmax with constant V for the free standing boundary condition (EA=γ0).  The 
thermodynamic parameters where calculated using parameters for Pb at 27 ˚C, γ0=1.7 
eV/nm2[51], β=0.34 eV/nm and g=0.65 eV/nm2 [32,33].  The value c=0 clearly gives the 
absolute minimum of the surface free energy and thus also of the total crystallite free 
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energy, thus yielding the ECS.  The solutions with c≠0 are not absolute minima in the 
free energy, and thus since they have a constant surface chemical potential, they may 
represent meta-stable physical configurations.  
         Finally, let us consider the physically significant case of a heterogeneous crystallite-
substrate system (EA≠γ0) with c≠0.  Combining eqs. (8) and (13), the boundary condition 
is now 
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As a result, the excess chemical potential is now a function of the shape parameter, the 
adhesion energy and volume.  In this case the surface and total free energies do not have 
the same c dependence.  Here we consider first the surface free energy then the total 
crystallite free energy (e.g. including the interface terms).  Filled triangles and squares in 
Fig. 5 b) and c) give the surface free energy as a function of the shape parameter for the 
same volume crystallites but for different adhesion energies EA=0.5γ0 and EA=1.5γ0, 
respectively.   Clearly, the minimum of the surface free energy shifts from zero with 
different shape parameters.  For stronger adhesion, EA=1.5γ0, the minimum occurs at 
larger c, e.g. closer to the critical state, and for weaker adhesion, EA=0.5γ0, the shift is in 
the c<0 direction.  The larger the adhesion energy, the greater the tendency toward a 
larger interface area, resulting in a flatter crystallite when the volume is fixed.  This 
flattening gives smaller contact slopes at the interface (see eq.(14) for c=0), which results 
in a shift of the minimum of the surface free energy in the cmax direction.  Similarly, when 
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the adhesion energy is small, the interface area is small and the contact slope is large, 
which then shifts the minimum of the surface free energy in the c<0 direction.  However, 
when adding on the interface energy to obtain the total crystallite free energy the 
minimum of the crystallite free energy is shifted back to c=0 independent of the adhesion 
energy.  This is shown in Fig. 5 b) and c) as open triangles and squares.  Thus, when the 
total crystallite excess free energy is considered, the PT-ECS always stands independent 
of the adhesion energy.   Notice that the crystallite free energy is the smallest when the 
adhesion energy is largest, as expected, however this is not the case when considering 
only the surface free energy.  This indicates that for calculating the properties of nano-
size crystallites you must minimize the total crystallite excess free energy including the 
interface and not only the surface free energy.  The specific free energy curves of Fig. 5 
b) and c) can be generalized by using the scaled (eqs. (A-3) and (A-6)) parameters as 
shown in Fig. 5 d).  All the curves collapse to one point at c=0.  This result shows that we 
can relatively calculate the ECS using eqs. (A-1) and (A-2).  Thus predicting variations in 
shape, due to e.g. changes in adhesion energy, can be done simply and relatively. 
         If we are interested in the possible metastable state represented by c≠0, then the use 
of the scaling forms of eqs. (A-3) is necessary, along with the function relationships of 
eqs. (A-4) and (A-5), which are represented in Fig. 3, 4 and 5.  Given, for instance 
experimental information as crystal height and facet radius, graphical prediction of Fig. 4, 
(or the values in Table 1) all the other scaled parameters can be determined.  Analytical 
solutions (eqs. (A-5)) yield excellent scaling results for crystal height, contact slope and 
excess chemical potential (Fig. 4 a), c) and e)).  The interface radius, the volume and total 
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free energy have not yielded robust scaling relationships (Fig. 4 b), d) and 5 d)) and thus 
must be calculated individually if quantitative values are desired.       
 
3.4. Application to Experiment  
The consequence of the potential meta-stable states can be evaluated by 
comparison of the predicted crystal shape profiles with experimentally measured results.  
Fig. 6 shows a log-log plot of a 3 parameter fit (zh, ρ, β/g) of eq. (10) (the ECS) and 
eq.(17) (the metastable state at cmax) to a cross section of a defect-free Pb crystallite 
measured with an STM at ~ 27 ˚C [45].  The solid line is the fit to a PT-shape and the 
dashed line to the critical state shape.  Both shapes visually fit the crystal shape well.  
However, the ratios of the interaction coefficient to the step free energy g/β obtained 
from the fits are very different, g/β=17.2 nm-1 for the PT-ECS and g/β=3.6 nm-1 for the 
critical state fit.  This presents an interesting comparison with experiments by Nowicki et 
al. [33], where they have used fits to a PT-ECS and obtained the ratio of g/β=4.96 nm-1 
for an equilibrated crystallite and g/β=13.11 nm-1for a non-equilibrated crystallite at 
similar temperatures.  (In their experiment they characterize crystallites that have screw 
dislocations on the facet as equilibrated as these structures can rearrange without the need 
to overcome a nucleation barrier [40,41,45].)  Since the crystallite fit in Fig. 6 did not 
have such a dislocation, we can speculate that the PT-ECS fit in this case and in 
Nowicki’s non-equilibrated case both yield a spuriously high value of g, as previously 
predicted by Thürmer [45], because the crystallites are trapped in meta-stable (c ≠ 0) 
states.  The fit to the parabolic state seems to correct properly for the possible meta-stable 
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structure as it yields a value of g/β consistent with these measured for crystallites that 
have relaxed via motion of screw dislocation. 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The use of the physically-based functional form of eq. (3) for the orientation 
dependence of the surface free energy yields a ready formalism for evaluating the 
behavior of nanoscale crystallites supported on substrates of varying interaction strength.  
The use of the scaling formulas developed in the Appendix makes the results easy to 
extend to variable material systems.  As already noted by Muller and Kern [9], increasing 
binding energy yields more severely truncated crystal shapes.  Here we explicitly show 
also how the shape at the facet edge will respond to such substrate interactions:  
specifically the shift in the surface free energy minimum (shown in Fig. 5 b) and c)) due 
to the presence of the interface.  This would seem to indicate the break down of the Wulff 
theorem, however, when the interface energy is added to obtain the total crystallite free 
energy, the minimum of the total free energy is shifted back to c=0, the PT-ECS.  This is 
physically reasonable, for large adhesion energy a large interface area is desired leading 
to a shift in the negative direction and for small vice versa.  Thus we obtain an interesting 
result that the Wulff theorem gives the minimum of the total free energy even for finite 
crystallites and also with interfaces.  The interesting effect of substrate interactions on the 
edge shapes are a direct consequence of the finite size effect, e.g. the new behavior that 
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results from explicitly considering the shape of the crystallite that becomes important at 
small volumes. 
Explicitly considering the effects of the curvature yields a family of crystal shapes 
that all have constant surface chemical potentials, only one of which represents an 
absolute minimum in the total surface free energy.  The others, because they will have no 
strong driving force for rearrangement by mass transport, are likely to represent meta-
stable states.  This conclusion gives interesting results, such as on the vapor-solid 
coexistence curve: though the vapor (and bulk) chemical potentials may be fixed, stable 
crystallites with different numbers of atoms (volume) will still be possible due to the 
difference in shape parameter, although only one of the shapes (volume) is the ECS.    
 
         The possibility of meta-stable crystal shapes, trapped by barriers to rearrangement 
has been proposed by Rohrer and Mullins [40,41]. The barriers to shape evolution ∆E can 
be estimated by the method they proposed [25,40,41] considering only formation of steps 
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The critical radius is r*=βΩ/µb and with eq.(8) the barrier height is 
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Fig. 7 shows the scaled barrier height ∆Ẽ as a function of c ̃ (eq. (A-3) and (A-5))for 
different adhesion energies.  It can be seen that the barrier disappears at c ̃max =1/6, in 
agreement with Uwaha’s identification of this point as a “critical state”[23].  The barrier 
can be understood in more detail by working in the continuum step model where the 
concept of steps is included.  This will be presented elsewhere [48].   
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Appendix A 
 
         For the PT-ECS (c=0) all calculations can be done analytically, and size scaling can 
be done using the volume of the crystallite.  We define dimensionless quantities of the 
adhesion energy (temperature), volume, excess chemical potential, facet radius, 
crystallite height, interface radius and contact angle as follows      
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This gives the following analytical relationships between dimensionless variables, which 
are shown in Fig. 2 
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For c≠0 states size scaling is not done in terms of the volume but in terms of the 
characteristic facet radius at each state numerically calculated for constant volume.  Here 
we define dimensionless values of position, shape parameter, cross section, interface 
radius, crystal height, contact slope, excess chemical potential, crystallite volume, 
crystallite free energy and energy barrier ∆E as  
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Notice the consistency with eq. (A-1) at c=0. Eqs. (A-3) yield specific expressions for the 
crystal shape for arbitrary values of c: 
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eq. (A-4) is shown in Fig. 3 and eq. (A-5) are shown in Fig. 4 and 7.  Notice that eq. (A-
5) is already independent of adhesion energy (temperature), however, quantities such as 
the interface radius, crystallite volume and crystallite free energy are not.  Also because 
analytical results are not available here we have used the scaling results obtained for c=0 
(eq. (A-2)) and applied them to other shape parameters. 
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eq. (A-5) are shown in Fig. 4 and 5.  As is discussed in the manuscript, this is not a 
perfect scaling and some temperature dependence remains.                      
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Figure Captions: 
 
Fig. 1 a) Illustration of a finite size crystallite with rounded regions between low index 
facets.  A model for structure evolution is proposed in which the truncated shape, as 
illustrated by the dotted line, is treated as a constant volume crystal shape for purposes of 
modeling crystallite reshaping.  Note here that the center of the crystallite (Wulff point) is 
in the interface plane of the modeled crystallite, a “free standing” boundary condition.  b) 
Schematic drawing of a supported crystallite with a single flat facet bounded by rounded 
regions that terminate at the substrate.  Here the Wulff point is not located in the interface 
plane and the height of the crystallite zh is determined by the adhesion energy.  
 
Fig. 2 a) Dimensionless chemical potential µ̃S as a function of dimensionless volume V ̃ 
with different ratios of dimensionless adhesion energy ẼA =1., 1.5 and 2. at c ̃=0.  The 
parameter ẼA contains the temperature dependence through the temperature dependence 
of parameters β, g, EA and γ0.  As an example ẼA≈1.04 for Pb at 27 ˚C.  b) Dimensionless 
facet radius ρ ̃ (or height zh̃), contact slope tanφ̃b and interface radius R̃b as a function of ẼA 
at constant volume at c ̃=0.  The dimensionless variables are given as eq. (A-1) and eq.(A-
2) 
 
Fig. 3 a) shows size scaled cross sections of the crystallites z ̃(r̃) with same volume but 
different scaled c ̃.  The boundary condition is the “free standing” boundary condition 
(EA=γ0).  The size scaling is given as eq. (A-3) and results in eq. (A-4).  Note that these 
curzes are scaled by the facet radius and not by the crystallite volume itself.  The 
maximum scaled c ̃ shown is below the limiting value c ̃ =1/6. 
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Fig. 4 a) scaled crystallite height z̃h, b) scaled interface radius R̃b, c) contact slope tan φ̃b 
d) scaled crystallite volume and e) scaled excess chemical potential µ̃S are shown as a 
function of scaled c ̃ with constant volume.  Size and adhesion energy (temperature) 
scaling is given as eq. (A-3) and (A-6) and results in eq. (A-5).  The precise values of the 
universal scaled values at c=0 are given in Table 1. 
 
Fig. 5 gives the crystallite free energy as a function of c up to cmax with same volume for 
a) the “free standing boundary” condition (EA=γ0) Thermodynamic parameters γ0=1.7 
eV/nm2[51], β=0.34 eV/nm and g=0.65 eV/nm2 [32,33] where used for Pb at 27 ˚C.  b) 
with adhesion energy EA=0.5γ0 (open) and c) with EA=1.5γ0 (open), respectively.  The 
surface free energy alone (filled) is also given as closed symbols in b) and c).  d) gives 
the scaled total surface free energy F̃ as a function of c ̃ up to 1/6.  Size and adhesion 
energy scaling is given as eq. (A-6) 
 
Fig. 6  A log-log plot of a 3 parameter fits to the PT-shape eq. (10) and the critical state 
shape eq. (16) to the measured cross section of the defect-free Pb crystallite, taken with 
an STM at ~ 300K.  The fits yield ratios of g/β=17.2 nm-1 and g/β=3.6 nm-1, respectively.  
 
Fig. 7 scaled barrier height ∆Ẽ as a function of c ̃ with constant volume and different 
adhesion energies (EA=0.5γ0, γ0, 1.5γ0) using the method by Rohrer and Mullins [40,41].  
Size scaling is given by eq. (A-3) and results in eq. (A-5) 
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Table 1.  Table of values calculated from the analytical solutions (eqs. (A-5)) for different 
c ̃, also given graphically in Fig. 4 and 7.   
 
 
 
c̃ zh̃ tan φ ̃b µ ̃S ∆Ẽ 
-0.08 0.806 0.08 2.48 2.77 
-0.04 0.893 0.04 2.24 2.16 
0 1 0 2 1.57 
0.04 1.14 -0.04 1.76 1.03 
0.08 1.32 -0.08 1.52 0.559 
0.12 1.56 -0.12 1.28 0.192 
0.16 1.92 -0.16 1.04 0.00483 
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Fig. 1 a) Illustration of a finite size crystallite with rounded regions between low index 
facets.  A model for structure evolution is proposed in which the truncated shape, as 
illustrated by the dotted line, is treated as a constant volume crystal shape for purposes of 
modeling crystallite reshaping.  Note here that the center of the crystallite (Wulff point) is 
in the interface plane of the modeled crystallite, a “free standing” boundary condition.  b) 
Schematic drawing of a supported crystallite with a single flat facet bounded by rounded 
regions that terminate at the substrate.  Here the Wulff point is not located in the interface 
plane and the height of the crystallite zh is determined by the adhesion energy. 
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Fig. 2 a) Dimensionless chemical potential µ̃S as a function of dimensionless volume Ṽ 
with different ratios of dimensionless adhesion energy ẼA =1., 1.5 and 2. at c ̃=0.  The 
parameter ẼA contains the temperature dependence through the temperature dependence 
of parameters β, g, EA and γ0.  As an example ẼA≈1.04 for Pb at 27 ˚C.  b) Dimensionless 
facet radius ρ ̃ (or height z ̃h), contact slope tanφ̃b and interface radius R̃b as a function of ẼA 
at constant volume at c ̃=0.  The dimensionless variables are given as eq. (A-1) and eq.(A-
2) 
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Fig. 3 a) shows size scaled cross sections of the crystallites z ̃(r̃) with same volume but 
different scaled c ̃.  The boundary condition is the “free standing” boundary condition 
(EA=γ0).  The size scaling is given as eq. (A-3) and results in eq. (A-4).  Note that these 
curzes are scaled by the facet radius and not by the crystallite volume itself.  The 
maximum scaled c ̃ shown is below the limiting value c ̃ =1/6. 
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Fig. 4 a) scaled crystallite height z̃h, b) scaled interface radius R̃b, c) contact slope tan φ̃b 
d) scaled crystallite volume and e) scaled excess chemical potential µ̃S are shown as a 
function of scaled c ̃ with constant volume.  Size and adhesion energy (temperature) 
scaling is given as eq. (A-3) and (A-6) and results in eq. (A-5). The precise values of the 
universal scaled values at c=0 are given in Table 1. 
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Fig. 5 gives the crystallite free energy as a function of c up to cmax with same volume for 
a) the “free standing boundary” condition (EA=γ0) Thermodynamic parameters γ0=1.7 
eV/nm2[51], β=0.34 eV/nm and g=0.65 eV/nm2 [32,33] where used for Pb at 27 ˚C.  b) 
with adhesion energy EA=0.5γ0 (open) and c) with EA=1.5γ0 (open), respectively.  The 
surface free energy alone (filled) is also given as closed symbols in b) and c).  d) gives 
the scaled total surface free energy F̃ as a function of c̃ up to 1/6.  Size and adhesion 
energy scaling is given as eq. (A-6) 
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Fig. 6  A log-log plot of a 3 parameter fits to the PT-shape eq. (10) and the critical state 
shape eq. (16) to the measured cross section of the defect-free Pb crystallite, taken with 
an STM at ~ 300K.  The fits yield ratios of g/β=17.2 nm-1 and g/β=3.6 nm-1, respectively. 
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Fig. 7 scaled barrier height ∆Ẽ as a function of c ̃ with constant volume and different 
adhesion energies (EA=0.5γ0, γ0, 1.5γ0) using the method by Rohrer and Mullins [40,41].  
Size scaling is given by eq. (A-3) and results in eq. (A-5) 
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